ABSTRACT: A prediction model based on the genetic algorithms and back propagation (BP) network by using genetic algorithm to train back propagation neural network and optimize network structure was presented. The aero-engine wear was estimated by the optimized network. The result of this approach was poly-regression model, which was compared with that of the simple BP network as well as Poly-regression model. The results indicate that BP neural network based on the genetic algorithms is superior to the simple BP network and the poly-regression model.
INTRODUCTION

Fault prediction of aero-engine
Fault diagnosis, fault location and fault prediction are three major tasks of aero-engine wear condition monitoring and fault diagnosis, in which failure prediction is based on the object past the whole sequence or partial sequence of fault symptom information as the basis, establish a reasonable failure prediction models calculated future state.
BP neural network
With the rapid development of computer technology, fuzzy, neural networks and expert systems are forecast in some areas of infiltration, and gradually formed a new range of intelligent prediction methods, especially neural networks, it has the mapping function can be arbitrary this is the theoretical basis for the use of neural network time series prediction model.
Currently the most widely used neural network model is the BP neural network, the input layer, a hidden layer and output layer, usually BP algorithm to train network. But BP neural network learning algorithm is based on gradient descent, this method is easy to make the solution of the problem of local minima, alone are not always effective. With the development of artificial intelligence, neural networks, fuzzy control, adaptive control algorithm and the combination of the main direction of future research. _______________________ Z. Zhang, Zhengzhou University of Aeronautics, Zhengzhou, China Collaborative Innovation Center for Aviation Economy Development of Henan Province, Zhengzhou, China C. Y. Shi, Zhengzhou Yellow River Nursing Vocational College, Zhengzhou, China
Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms appears to make the neural network training with a new look, the objective function requires neither continuous nor differentiable requirement is only required to calculate the problem, and it's always searching throughout the solution space, easy to get global optimum solution.
Therefore, the time series predicting model based on genetic algorithm and BP algorithm combination will combine their respective advantages, showing good results. This paper describes the network timing prediction model based on genetic algorithm BP neural and for aviation engine wear trend prediction.
THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic algorithm is an adaptive probabilistic simulation of global genetic and evolutionary processes in the natural environment and the formation of the search algorithm. It was first proposed by Holland professor at the University of Michigan, the origin of natural and artificial adaptive research in the 1960s and 1970s De Jong ideology based on genetic algorithm on the computer a lot of pure numerical function optimization experiments. In a series of studies based on the 80's by Goldberg summarized, form the basic framework for genetic algorithms.
Let objective function ) , ,
(1) x , y and z is the independent variable, they can be numeric as well as symbolic, the domain of real number, is a measure of the extent of the merits or fitness solution.
Coding
With a certain number of bits to encode the binary independent variables chain formed genetic code, genetic code of each chain on behalf of an individual, it can be assumed there are 16 kinds of values, you can use a binary code to represent them, and the group set in the genetic code together form a code key.
Generating groups
A group of individuals will be randomly generated, some of the set of possible solutions of the optimization problem of minority representatives. Initially difficult to meet the requirements of these groups solutions, GA task is to depart from these groups to simulate the evolutionary process, merit and eliminating the inferior, and finally select the best groups and individuals, to meet the requirements of the optimization objective function.
Evaluation
According to the coding rule, the population of each individual's genetic code corresponding to the independent variables into the equation (1), the function calculates its larger value indicates that the individual has a high degree of adaptation is more suitable for the definition of the living environment, adaptation degree provides the basis for the evolution of populations.
Selecting
According to a certain probability selected from a group of individuals, as parents used for breeding, to produce a new individual joins the group. This option is the fitness ratio method, not only given the opportunity to fine living environment suitable for the individual more offspring, so that excellent characteristics can be inherited. Select the key genetic algorithms, which embodies the idea of survival of the fittest in nature.
Crossover and mutation
Selected for the breeding of each individual, the same randomly selected integer N, the parents of the genetic code strand exchange with each other in this position. According to a certain probability of randomly selected from a group of several individuals, the selected individuals randomly selected a bit logical inverse operation, reflects the mutation gene mutation phenomenon.
Optimization experiments
Repeat the above operation, so that the population and the average fitness of individuals to adapt to ever-increasing, until the optimal fitness of the individual reaches a certain value or average individual fitness optimal fitness and groups no longer increase, iterative process convergence, the algorithm ends.
BP NEURAL NETWORK. BASED ON GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Three layer BP network model chosen by the input layer, an intermediate layer (hidden layer) and the output layer, and two network nodes assigned to the initial real weight and real value of the threshold value adjacent to the first genetic algorithm with neural the initial network weights optimization, targeting a better search space in the solution space; then using BP algorithm in this small space in search of the optimal solution.
Information transfer process forward
Enter N learning samples, respectively, to calculate the output of hidden layer and output layer nodes. Denote weight weights connecting I input layer nodes and the J hidden node and connecting the J hidden layer nodes and the K output layer node value; θ represents the threshold and the J hidden node K output layer node threshold value; M is the input layer nodes of the network.
Adjust the weights and thresholds
Genetic Algorithm chromosome replication, crossover and mutation are adjusted as hidden units to connect output layer unit of weight, and then adjust the threshold value of the output layer unit, connected to the right input layer units to the hidden layer unit of weight, and finally adjust the threshold of hidden layer units. All samples will allow the network to learn again, the calculated mean square error E. Follow the steps above to make the network input sample collection after learning all over again, the calculation error between the actual output and expected output of E. When the output error is less than the total sample set of precision error ε, the end of training, otherwise, the network according to the above process to continue learning until E < ε.
TREND PREDICTION FOR AERO-ENGINE WEAR
Test Data Source
The proposed model is applied to a certain type of engine oil changes in the metal content of the trend forecast, so wear a certain type of aircraft engines, the trend forecast.
Network structure and network training results
Determine the basic structure of the neural network, this paper adaptable three layers BP network structure parameters: input layer nodes m = 4, the hidden layer nodes L = 5, the output layer nodes n = 1. Follow these steps to train the network: (1) Each of the measured data are normalized by the following methods, spectral analysis of time series oil in the iron content of Q, you can get a standardized time series of experimental data. (2) In consecutive years of data to predict the n m+1-year data, monitoring data will be in front of the train as the learning samples based on genetic algorithm BP network, after 4 times of monitoring data is reserved for testing.
Result Verification
Trained with weights and thresholds oil samples of Fe content prediction and forecasting Results and multivariate regression model and BP network model for comparison. After each oil sample mean absolute relative error can be seen, based on genetic algorithm BP neural network prediction accuracy for oil content of Fe in the sample is higher than the BP algorithm and multivariate linear regression model.
APPLICATION OF MECHANICAL WEAR
Mechanical wear stages
Mechanical abrasion wear process in accordance with the law into running-in phase, the phase of normal wear and severe wear stage. Typical mechanical wear process was the bathtub curve. Severe wear stage is an abnormal operation of the machine, the study showed that 75% of damage and faulty machinery and equipment directly or indirectly caused by abnormal wear of the machine. And determine whether the state machine wear from normal wear stage and into the violent wear stage is the key to the establishment of normal wear model wear process trend phase.
Monitoring of Mechanical wear
Monitoring the status of commonly used mechanical wear iron spectrum, spectroscopy. Machinery and equipment wear parts abrasive particles generated by the metal into the oil, it can extract oil samples to analyze the state of wear. Iron spectroscopy good oil samples extracted from grains morphology analysis, based on grain size and shape to determine the wear state changes; spectroscopy good at composition and content of the oil samples were analyzed grains, according to the metal concentration of the element to determine the state of wear. Both methods can be used to monitor data on the device wear stage to establish normal wear process trend model normal wear stage.
The monitoring data for modeling the wear process is a sequence. Because of the presence of sampling error and other random factors, the actual process data always 
The disadvantage of frequently used data series methods
There are AR (or ARMA) analysis methods commonly used sequence data modeling, polynomial regression analysis, gray model method, neural network method. AR time series (or ARMA) model, in the specific embodiment the difficulties given the order, and it is the trend for smooth, zero-mean, a linear model normally distributed random sequence can not be directly used for the wear process data term modeling.
Polynomial regression analysis to fit a good data sequence polynomial trend, but usually in the implementation of the highest degree of the polynomial by artificial selection, especially the power of the polynomial is assumed to be an integer times the total, is not reasonable, the model will generate an error, be improved.
Gray model is to create a sequence of discrete time difference equation dynamic model, also good at modeling and forecasting deterministic trend, but it is equivalent to an exponential regression model, slowly changing trends in the data are not consistent with the normal wear stage of exponential type and so will produce the model error.
Advantage of neural networks is that it is able to fully approximate any complex nonlinear relationship, but it has had problems fitting, its marketing characteristics unreliable extrapolation generalization ability is very poor, there is no increase extrapolation good generalization ability method.
Application example
Aero-engine lubricating oil used spectroscopy to monitor the relative concentration of iron in the sample sequence data field during a long test period. The total length of the test engine 84 segments, each duration of 5 hours each oil sample sampling completed within five seconds after the engine stop.
Experimental results indicate that normal wear trend modeling method based on genetic algorithm is feasible, and the time spent modeling accuracy is satisfactory. Further, in this case wear data sequences from the bench is equal time intervals, and is practically wear data sequences from the external field due to human sampling may be due to a non-uniform time series, but this modeling approach should also apply.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the genetic algorithm is applied to study the neural network weights, BP network to solve local optimum and slow convergence problems, and better than the multiple linear regression model and BP network model, so the genetic algorithm based on artificial neural network aviation engine wear fault an ideal method of trend forecasting.
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